
  1 month YTD 1 year Launch 3 years 5 years Launch

n	A USD +4.6 +16.4 +16.4 +139.5 +7.6 +7.1 +6.2

n	MSCI World +3.0 +27.7 +27.7 +177.3 +12.6 +8.7 +7.2

     

Preceding five calendar years performance  2019  2018  2017  2016  2015

A USD +16.4 ‑9.5 +18.2 +21.1 ‑6.4

MSCI World +27.7 ‑8.7 +22.4 +7.5 ‑0.9

Performance is calculated net of all fees and expenses and on a total return basis, inclusive of all 
distributions to unit holders. 
Source: Oldfield Partners.

The value of all investments and the income from them can go down as well as up; this may be due, in 
part, to exchange rate fluctuations. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

Fund manager commentary
“The basic situation is wonderfully clear. In all free‑enterprise (once called capitalist) attitudes there is a 
strong tendency to believe that the more money, either as income or assets, of which an individual is possessed 
or with which he is associated, the deeper and more compelling his economic and social perception, the 
more astute and penetrating his mental processes. Money is the measure of capitalist achievement and the 
intelligence that supports it.” JK Galbraith ‑ A Short History of Financial Euphoria.

The success or failure of differing investment strategies naturally confers upon them an efficacy, building 
confidence in those that follow them and creating a fear of missing out in those that have stood outside. This 
leads to all manner of pressures on participants in the financial markets and leads many to do things that they 
do not truly believe. These pressures build and build, making it harder and harder for others not to follow the 
prevailing strategy of the day which becomes the accepted wisdom of the crowd. Galbraith has observed this in 
financial markets throughout history. This naturally sets the conditions in play for an ending of that prevailing 
strategy’s performance, for in the capitulation is set the seeds for a change in leadership. We all know it is 
coming, even those who are benefitting from the current set of circumstances, we just do not know when.

For the full year 2019 the OP Global strategy returned 16.4% (up 4.6% in December), a respectable return in 
absolute terms but lagging the MSCI World index return of 27.7% (up 3.0% in December). The MSCI ACWI 
Value index was up 20.6% (up 3.5% in December). The performance of markets in 2019 must be set against 
the steep falls that were experienced in the fourth quarter of 2018, when the MSCI World fell by 13% and the 
OP Global Strategy fell by 9%. While 2019 was poor for value overall, this obscures the fact that value enjoyed 
a recovery relative to growth from the end of August to year end. The MSCI ACWI Value index is up +11.7% and 
the MSCI ACWI Growth index is up 10.9%. As we saw in 2016, when the Value style does well, the OP Global 
strategy does very well, and the OP Global strategy is up 15.8% over this period.

The moves by the US Federal Reserve in lowering interest rates stoked the liquidity fueled rally in 2019, making 
this one of the best years on record for US stocks and rounding out a decade long global stock market rally. The 
main driver of the global stock market performance for the year was again the US technology laden Nasdaq 
index which delivered a 36.7% return thus continuing a trend we have seen over recent years. Over the last 
five years the OP Global Strategy has delivered a return of 41.1% versus 34.3% for the MSCI ACWI Value index 
but still lagging the MSCI World index which is up 52.0%. After yet another year led by US growth stocks 
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The Fund will attempt to achieve over 
the long term a total return in excess of 
that of the MSCI World Index (with net 
dividends reinvested) through investment 
in a concentrated portfolio of equities 
of predominantly large companies, 
selected from all the major markets and 
to a lesser extent from some emerging 
markets, worldwide. The approach 
is classic contrarian value, based on 
bottom‑up fundamental research of 
individual companies. The average market 
capitalisation of companies represented 
within the Fund is likely to be more than 
US$20 billion.
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“A concentrated portfolio 
concentrates the mind...”

About Oldfield Partners

Oldfield Partners LLP is an owner‑
managed boutique fund management 
firm which manages equity portfolios 
for a global client base that includes 
endowments funds, pension funds, 
charities, family offices and individuals.

Oldfield Partners began operations in 
March, 2005 and is majority owned by the 
executive partners.

We are value investors with a distinctive 
approach: a limited number of holdings, 
long‑only, no leverage, diversified, 
index‑agnostic and suspicious of short‑
termism.
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(certainly the first eight months of 2019), investors quite rightly question the efficacy of Value investing. Even the MSCI Global Value benchmark contains 
within its largest constituents such companies as Procter & Gamble, Coca Cola and Walt Disney ‑ all maybe great companies but these trade on forward price 
to earnings ratios in excess of 25 times. These do not appear very ‘value’ to us. We stick firmly to our discipline of Value investing. We may make mistakes 
along the way in individual stocks and these hurt in a concentrated portfolio but by adhering to this discipline the long history of empirical evidence shows 
that this is the best way to generate long‑term capital growth.

After our holding in Tesco (+38% total return in local currency), Allergan (+30% since purchase) was our second‑best contributor to our overall strategy 
performance in 2019. We purchased our holding in Allergan, a US pharmaceutical stock, at the end of April 2019. Allergan has two main lines of business: the 
traditional branded pharmaceutical business and an aesthetics business. The global aesthetics market is very attractive and Allergan’s Botox franchise is a 
market leader and has growing applications for various therapeutic uses. Our analysis highlighted the significant free cash flow generation, even allowing 
for investment in R&D and acquisitions, that would allow it to reduce its financial leverage substantially. The shares were trading on a free cash flow yield 
in excess of 10%. This was attractive both in absolute terms and relative to its own history and peers. We noted that in 2016, Pfizer had bid $363 a share, and 
this showed that industry participants saw significant value in the business. In June of 2019, Allergan received a take-over approach from the US drug maker 
AbbVie. The agreed deal will be made up of $120 in the form of cash and the rest in stock which valued Allergan at $188 on the date of the announcement. 
This was below our target price of $210 per share, but clearly our target price is set two years out. This offer valued Allergan at a 45% premium to its closing 
price a day earlier.

In 2019 we also purchased the German company Bayer, a leading agrochemical and pharmaceutical company which was our third best contributor to 
performance for the year. Bayer’s share price peaked at over €140 a share in 2015. In the second quarter of 2016 it launched a bid for the US seeds business 
Monsanto. Just weeks after completion Monsanto lost a court case that claimed their best-selling herbicide glyphosate caused non-Hodgkin lymphoma, 
a form of cancer. Jurors in California awarded the plaintiff $250 million in punitive damages and $39m for economic loss. Not surprisingly this has led to 
numerous lawsuits and Bayer’s share price falling to below €55, giving it a market capitalisation below $60 billion, having spent $66 billion on Monsanto 
alone just the year before. We have developed a ‘base case’ and a ‘stressed case’ sum of the parts valuation for the company. Most estimates for the potential 
legal liability were at around €5 billion, but in our sum of the parts ‘stressed case’ we used €10 billion. This is not to negate the issues around glyphosate but 
to outline how in our judgement these are manageable and well within the cash flow generation capabilities of the company. For the pharma business we 
have ended up at a headline valuation of 8 to 10 times price to earnings, which is well below peers to reflect the patent expiry risk. For Crop Science we are 
using a multiple of 10 times EV/EBITDA as there is now a clear listed comparable in the form of Corteva and we do think Bayer’s crop science is a substantially 
better business. Even in our ‘stressed case’ we forecasted a total return of over 28% at purchase. We assigned a 60% probability to our ‘base case’ and a 40% 
probability to the ‘stressed case’, which results in a valuation target of €75 per share, generating a total return of 47% at the time of purchase.  

The shares of BT, the UK’s telecom incumbent, was the worst performer (‑12%) for overall fund contribution for the year. Investors have shunned BT given 
the perceived risks around higher capex for fibre which could lead to a cut in the dividend and continued macro fears around the UK, intensified by Labour’s 
threat to nationalize its core infrastructure asset - Openreach. The valuation is very attractive on a price to earnings ratio of just eight times earnings for March 
2021 and at five times operating cash flows. BT will invest more in fibre, as per the UK government’s wishes, if the payback from such investments is clear 
and attractive. In September, BT’s CEO spent nearly £1 million buying shares at £1.71 per share. So far, he has spent nearly £6 million on BT shares (previous 
purchases were at £2.02 and £2.58 per share), prices not too dissimilar to ours. We believe there is a significant recovery potential given the resounding victory 
of the Conservative Party in the recent UK election, which offers a marked improvement in the political environment for a full fibre roll-out across the UK.

Kansai Electric Power was also one of our worst performers in share price terms in the year 2019 (down 21%), having been our best performer in 2018. It 
suffered after Japan’s Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA) unexpectedly refused to allow any further extensions to existing deadlines for nuclear plants to 
have completed the engineering work required to strengthen a facility against terrorist attack. The share price was hit further when a scandal broke that the 
company had received bribes from local officials. It is often when a sense of crisis grips a company in Japan that we witness real corporate change for the 
better. Whilst the scandal has little impact operationally it has led to a wholesale change in the top management at the company. We are engaging closely 
with the company to ensure that this opportunity is not wasted. The return to service of Kansai’s nuclear reactors remains a national priority for Japan and 
this is still seen as transformational for its financial fortunes. The shares remain attractively valued at around eight times the net profits expected in the 
current fiscal year and yielding almost four per cent.

The share price of Nomura had fallen by around 43% since the start of 2018 to mid-2019. Poor results from its wholesale banking operations, in common 
with many global investment banks, were compounded by the ongoing decline in its traditional core retail brokerage arm. Management has responded by 
reducing costs and by expanding into wider financial advisory services - to create a more sustainable and ultimately more valuable business. In June, Nomura 
announced that it would sell down one third of its stake in the Nomura Research Institute (a separately listed entity trading on over four times price to book 
value) to buy back its own shares which were valued at less than half book value. We have been engaging with management and encouraging them to do this 
which the CFO told us has been helpful in the various board discussions. Since the end of June 2019, the share price is up by 49%, making this our fourth 
best contributor to performance in the year (up 39% in local currency terms in 2019) and highlighting the efficacy of our sum of the parts methodology. We 
continue to hold the shares and the company is at last showing signs of progress in its operational turnaround.  

The depth of the underperformance of our style of investing is as great as in the Dotcom boom and the duration is as long as in the great depression of the 
1920s. This in itself does not mean value will outperform from here, and there are many commentators making rational arguments about why value as a 
style may now be dead (e.g. ever lower interest rates, higher non‑tangible assets, increasing technological disruption etc.). Indeed, this time it could well 
be different, but we know these are reputed to be the most expensive words in investment. It is the capitulation of investors in value that sows the seeds for 
its outperformance. The change in market leadership since August 2019 in favour of value investing is encouraging and given the depth and duration of the 
underperformance the reversal will be dramatic but only by sticking to the discipline of value investing can this opportunity be fully captured. We continue to 
hold essentially sound but lowly valued companies, believing that this is the best way to grow and protect capital over the long‑term. The two‑year weighted 
average anticipated total return for the portfolio is currently 26%. The portfolio is valued on a forward price to earnings ratio of less than 11 times and one 
times price to book value compared to 17 times price to earnings and 2.6 times price to book value for the MSCI World Index.

Commentary - continued
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Fund analysis

Sector breakdown (%)

Financials 21.5

Health Care 14.8

Utilities 12.5

Industrials 10.1

Communication Services 9.2

Information Technology 8.8

Consumer Staples 6.9

Consumer Discretionary 6.8

Energy 4.0

Materials 3.4

Cash 2.1

Country breakdown (%)

Japan 24.1

UK 18.1

US 17.6

Germany 15.4

South Korea 8.5

France 6.9

Italy 4.0

Canada 3.4

Cash 2.1

Top 10 holdings (%) 1 month total return (%)*

  Weighting Local terms USD

Tesco 6.9 +11.2 +14.1

Sanofi 6.9 +6.0 +8.1

E.ON 6.3 +0.5 +2.4

Lloyds 6.1 +2.2 +4.9

Samsung Electronics 5.2 +10.9 +13.4

Siemens 5.1 ‑0.3 +1.6

BT 5.1 +2.9 +5.5

MHI 5.0 +1.4 +2.2

Nomura 4.5 +0.5 +1.2

Toyota 4.3 +1.0 +1.8

Total number of holdings 22

Active share (%)** 97.5

Fund characteristics

 Fund Benchmark

Price‑to‑earnings ratio (fwd) 10.9 17.0

Price-to-book ratio (hist) 1.0 2.6

*Inclusive of portfolio activity. 
**Active share is calculated using the sum of the absolute value of the 
differences of the weight of each holding in the manager’s portfolio 
versus the weight of each holding in the MSCI World index, divided by 
two. 
All data as at 31 December 2019. 
Source: Oldfield Partners.
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Share class details

Share class AMC* TER** SEDOL Bloomberg ISIN Price

A USD 0.90% 1.08% B0LLH00 OVRGLEA ID IE00B0LLH007 US$196.54

C USD 1.25% 1.43% B0LLH11 OVRGLEC ID IE00B0LLH114 US$183.48

C USD Hedged 1.25% 1.48% BZBVQY2 OVGECUH ID IE00BZBVQY26 US$145.08

C GBP Hedged 1.25% 1.48% BZBVQX1 OVGECGH  ID IE00BZBVQX19 £134.50

*AMC ‑ Annual management charge 
**TER ‑ Total expense ratio

Performance summary of all share classes

 Since launch Since launch
USD shares 1 month YTD 1 year 01/06/05 01/11/05 3 years 5 years 01/06/05 01/11/05

A USD +4.6 +16.4 +16.4 +139.5 ‑ +7.6 +7.1 +6.2 ‑

C USD +4.6 +16.0 +16.0 ‑ +113.3 +7.2 +6.7 ‑ +5.5

MSCI World +3.0 +27.7 +27.7 +177.3 +163.3 +12.6 +8.7 +7.2 +7.1

 Since launch Since launch
USD Hedged shares 1 month YTD 1 year 13/07/16 3 years 5 years 13/07/16

C USD Hedged +3.4 +17.5 +17.5 +49.1 +7.2 ‑ +12.2

 Since launch Since launch
GBP Hedged shares 1 month YTD 1 year 13/07/16 3 years 5 years 13/07/16

C GBP Hedged +3.2 +14.8 +14.8 +38.4 +5.4 ‑ +9.8

MSCI World GBP Hedged +2.2 +25.5 +25.5 +44.7 +10.6 ‑ +11.2

Performance is calculated net of all fees and expenses and on a total return basis, inclusive of all distributions to unit holders. 
Source: Oldfield Partners.

Annualised

Annualised

Annualised

Oldfield Partners

11 Grosvenor Place 
London, SW1X 7HH 
United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7259 1000 
Email: info@oldfieldpartners.com 
www.oldfieldpartners.com

Oldfield Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Overstone Global Equity Fund is a sub-fund of Overstone Fund plc, which is incorporated in 
Ireland and approved by the Central Bank of Ireland. Oldfield Partners LLP (OP) has approved and issued this communication for private circulation to Professional Clients only; it 
must not be distributed to Retail Clients (as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority). Information contained in this communication must not be construed as giving investment 
advice within or outside the United Kingdom. This is not an invitation to subscribe for any of the Funds mentioned herein. Any reference to stocks is only for illustrative purposes and 
opinions expressed herein may be changed without notice at any time. OP does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information and data contained herein and 
expressly disclaims liability for errors or omissions in this information and data. No warranty of any kind, implied, expressed or statutory, is given in conjunction with the information 
and data. By acquiring an interest in the fund, an investor acknowledges and agrees that any information provided by OP is not a recommendation to invest in the fund and that OP is 
not undertaking to provide any investment advice to the investor (impartial or otherwise).© 2020 Partnership No. OC309959.

Dealing and administrator details

Northern Trust International Fund 
Administration Services (Ireland) Ltd.

Telephone: +353 (0) 1 434 5054




